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 A letter from a

Norwegian politician

_____________________________

Click here...

...to hear a 60 second clip of Leo Zagami confirming his recent

(March 2008) conversation with the Norwegian Politician.

Click here to hear the entire half hour conversation (6 Mb mp3).
[To download, option-click (Mac) or Right-click and Save As (PC)]

Since we published this report, our mailbox has been full of messages from all over the world.

We have been completely unable to reply to them all, but we have carefully read everything we
have received.

After a week's silence, we heard from our source again. He is well, but is keeping his head down
for understandable reasons. He has invited us to forward any relevant correspondence to him
from others, and we will do that on a selective basis. He has also promised that he will draw the

'alien' symbols he saw, and fax them to us.

To those who have asked understandable questions about his veracity: we have done everything
we can to confirm his identity and authenticity and are certain he is exactly who he says he is.

Meanwhile, click here for additional confirming information from another source, in a detailed
report including maps and photographs.

_____________________________

The following message was received by us shortly after we posted our tribute page to Benazir
Bhutto. Although we cannot attest personally to the information given here, we feel in good
conscience that we cannot and must not keep this from publication.

The person who wrote this message to us did so under their own name (which we have
checked), and enclosed a number of photographs of them with the Prime Minister of Norway
and (separately) with Benazir Bhutto. We are certain of their bona fides, but you will understand
that we cannot reveal their real name or publish any photos without consent.

The content of this message, if true, could hardly be more important.

[Edited for grammar and spelling errors where needed to ensure full clarity. As a
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preface to the message, the writer apologized for their English, which is not their

language.]

_____________________________

I am a Norwegian politician. I would like to say that difficult things will happen from

the year 2008 till the year 2012.

The Norwegian government is building more and more underground bases and

bunkers. When asked, they simply say that it is for the protection of the people of

Norway. When I enquire when they are due to be finished, they reply “before 2011”.

Israel is also doing the same and many other countries too.

My proof that what I am saying is true is in the photographs I have sent of myself

and all the Prime Ministers and ministers I tend to meet and am acquainted with.

They know all of this, but they don’t want to alarm the people or create mass panic.

Planet X is coming, and Norway has begun with storage of food and seeds in the

Svalbard area and in the arctic north with the help of the US and EU and all around in

Norway. They will only save those that are in the elite of power and those that can

build up again: doctors, scientists, and so on.

As for me, I already know that I am going to leave before 2012 to go the area of

Mosjøen where we have a deep underground military facility. There we are divided

into sectors, red, blue and green. The signs of the Norwegian military are already

given to them and the camps have already been built a long time ago.

The people that are going to be left on the surface and die with along the others will

get no help whatsoever. The plan is that 2,000,000 Norwegians are going to be safe,

and the rest will die. That means 2,600,000 will perish into the night not knowing

what to do.

All the sectors and arks are connected with tunnels and have railcars that can take

you from one ark to the other. This is so that they can be in contact with each other.

Only the large doors separate them so that the sectors are not compromised in any

matter.

 

I am very sad. Often I cry with others that know that so many will learn too late, and

then it will all be over for them. The government has been lying to the people from

1983 till now. All the major politicians know this in Norway, but few will say it to the

people and the public - because they are afraid in case they too will miss the NOAH

12 railcars that will take them to the ark sites where they will be safe.

If they tell anyone, they are dead for sure. But I don’t care any more about myself.

Mankind must survive and the species must survive. People must know this.

 

All the governments in the world are aware of this and they just say it is going to

happen. For those of the people that can save themselves I can only say reach for

higher ground and find caves up in the high places where you can have a food

storage for at least five years with canned food and water to last for a while.

Radiation pills and biosuits are also advisable if your budget allows it.

 

For the last time I say may God help us all... but God will not help us I know. Only

each person individually can make a difference. Wake up, please...!

 

I could have written to you using another name but I am not afraid of anything any

more. When you know certain things, you become invincible and no harm can come

to you when you know that the end is soon.

 

I assure you 100% that things will happen. There are four years to prepare for the

endgame. Get weapons, and make survival groups, and a place where you can be

safe with food for a time.
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Ask me anything and I will answer as much as I know about the Norwegian

connection to all this. And just look around: they are building underground bases and

bunkers everywhere. Open your eyes, people. Ask the governments what they are

building, and they will say “Oh, it’s just storage for food”, and so on. They blind you

with all the lies.

 

The marks of the alien presence are also there, and I often see the Norwegian elite

politicians are not what they say they are. It’s like they are controlled in every

thought, and what they have to say is just as they are told to do things in such

manners. It is clear for me who they are, and who they are not. You can see it in

their eyes and in their minds.

 

Remember that those who are going to be in and around the city areas in 2012 are

those that are going to be hit first and die first. Later the army will purge the rest of

the survivors and they have a shoot to kill order if there is any resistance to bring

them into the camps where every one will get marked with a number and a tag.

I also see that Benazir Bhutto is spoken of on your site. Her death was tragic. I have

met Benazir, as you can see. You will also see from the photographs that I have met

with a number of other notable politicians and world leaders.

The public will not know what happens till the very end, because the government

does not want to create mass panic. Everything will happen quietly and the

government will just disappear.

But I say this: don't go quietly into the night. Take precautions to be safe with your

family. Come together with others. Work together to find ways to solve all the many

problems you will face.

Kind regards

 

[Name and proof of identity supplied]

_____________________________

From immediate further correspondence, and in response to our specific questions, we can add
the following clarifications in our source's own words:

I have been to several underground bases [number given]. We used the railcars to

get around. Only a few special people were selected to be shown around. Those that

run with the elite know of this.

 

I have evidence of my claims. I trust my sources 100%, but they are afraid to tell

what they know. People are afraid for their lives and that is how it is. I just also want

the public to know what the hell is going on. I am not afraid of death or any other

thing.

 

All the elite politicians in Norway know of this. They also know that if they reveal

anything they will be removed from office and will be denied access to the different

underground bases when the time is up.

 

The NOAH 12 railcars are transport railcars between the different bases underground.

They have a support system of these all around from one base to another. They are

mainly used by the military and they control all of them. There are orange triangle

symbols in each base and the check-ins are a kind of energy field that everyone has

to go through.

 

The future for my children is all I think of - and that for all the other children growing

up in the new world. We have to make a difference for them so that they grow up

knowing what their parents did for them, such as giving this information to people

like yourselves.

In 2009 the government of FRP will come into power and Siv Jensen will be elected
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Prime Minister. This is already known. It's important to understand that. The

elections are all fake and the same persons and power elite get elected each time in

turn. Look up the political history of Norway, and the people that run the country

now.

Please share this information with the rest of the internet. When the time comes

people will survive because of the information they have learned from the different

sites on the net.

I will not get anything but trouble from posting this, and I have no need to mislead

anyone. I do this only to expose what is to happen in my country and that maybe

some people will survive what is to come.

 

Kind regards

[Name supplied]

_____________________________

After posting the above, we presented more questions to our source, who replied with the
intriguing information which follows.

The paragraphs indented and marked with an asterisk (*) constitute further supplementary
information received after we had asked a number of additional clarifying questions.

When I was in the military I was in the [name of service given]. At one point we were

given a task to get something out of a base and deliver it to another base.

We were told: "DO NOT ASK ANY QUESTIONS. JUST DO YOUR JOB." Later, when we

landed outside the base, we were taken by trucks to outside the base where there

were large doors heavily guarded by other military personnel.

Or it seemed like they were military, but they had different suits on them: orange

and black suits with the orange suits having a golden triangle on them and the black

suits having a green triangle.

* As far as I can remember the triangle went downwards, like a pyramid

but facing down and had some weird kind of sign it it. To me it looked like

the letter 'E', but the lines were not connected in the 'E' like we write the

letter 'E'. It was shaped like the 'E' and in the middle the letter 'E' was

pointing inwards... not as in any language I can read or understand, and

certainly not in Norwegian.

* The signs were as far as I can remember not on the arms because I saw

them clearly... they were at the left side of the black suit just over the

chest area and on the caps they had on. The signs were not that big - just

as a regular sized patch is, but clear enough to see them.

We went through the large doors. I was thinking what the hell is this, and I felt a bit

scared at first. It was like something out of a science fiction movie. This was the first

time I was in such a base.

We then came to a 500 meter long tunnel and there were more of these military

personnel waiting with guns and transport for us. We were divided up in groups.

Some went another way, and I and my group were asked to come with the black

suited guards so they could take us to another location. When we came to the end

we were asked to put on some masks "for our own protection".

I was thinking for our own protection... aren't we already protected by being inside

this huge underground complex and by guards with weapons?

 

We were then asked to step inside a railcar... and this is what I know of the railcars.

They are run by some kind of blue crystal energy, I think, or at least that is how it
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appeared. Then we sat in the cars and I asked one of the guards "What is this?" He

replied, "You don't need to know this, sir."

* At the front where the operator sits there was a box with a window just

besides him, and just when before powering up you could see the large

purple-blue crystals emitting a purple-bluish light... not blinding you but

quite beautiful to watch indeed. I have never ever seen such energy light

or crystals anywhere. I was thinking that must be the power source.

* Later on in the base I saw that some people were working on these

purple-blue crystals. They were larger than the ones I saw in the railcar -

ca. one meter in length and they were lined up one after the other. They

were taking some light through them. They were in fact purple-blue and

when the light went inside they turned more blue and had a stronger color

- the people had white masks on and goggles standing away from them

when the light was going inside the crystals. I was about 20 meters from

them and we were quickly rushed along when they said "Move on now."

 

* I also think that the energy fields that we went through before entering

the check-in were powered by these crystals, because it was the same kind

of light - or so it seemed to me. If I remember more I will let you know.

I could see that there was a tube-like system and the other railcars were just going

so fast you just saw a light going by. I think this was a vacuum tube system where

there is no drag.

* The railcars were just like the tube itself but inside. The tube was a bit

larger. The main car or transport shuttle was I think ca. 12 meters in

length and had a pointed shape in front and back and had seating for 10

people with the operator. You could drive them both ways and it was not

necessary to turn it around. It was sealed from the side after you go inside

and was quite okay... but the speed was too much, and I got sick after the

ride.

* There was also some room for some cargo that you could take with you,

but not much. There were a lot of these railcars around, as it seemed, and

they just went passing by just like a light passes by in a flash. But you

don't get to see the other rails either, because it's so fast that you forget to

look and rather concentrate on your stomach when inside one of these.

Later on, after I went into politics, I found out what was inside of the rest of the base

and what the bases are for, which I have already told you. I know that when this

railcar moved - and it moved fast - I had never seen anything like this before. Later

when we arrived at the end station I was feeling sick, and the other people that were

there also felt the same way. One of the guards said it happens the first time to

everyone.

When we came outside we were given goggles and asked to go through a security

check. This is where it all gets weird.

There were guards with weapons all over the place... and remember I told you about

the energy fields that one has to go through. I was thinking I should not be here at

this place, and I was a little scared.

Then we got through this energy field and came to another room. I saw that there

was a screen on the side of the wall that said HUMAN - NOT HUMAN - PURE - NOT

PURE.

After I saw this I was thinking: Are there 'NOT HUMANS' too ??

* At the energy field check-in there was a screen, which I mentioned

before. There was a weird language on the screen. I have never seen this

before. Underneath it stood letters that were like the 'E' I told you about -

but the only thing I could read was HUMAN - NOT HUMAN - PURE - NOT

PURE.
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[ Project Camelot note: we are seeking further clarification on this ]

The guards stopped us and told us to change clothes inside another room and come

with them. When we had done so they said that it was time to go further down.

Again, I was thinking how large is this place? We just came out of a rail system that

runs for miles and miles... and then there is more?

 

We were then taken to a lift system, with seats, that was going to take us down... or,

this is what I thought it was going to do. But it went sideways for about three

minutes. In this place, time was not known to me because we had no way of telling

what the time was. They had taken everything away from us at the check-ins.

* At the lift I remember I saw a letter that look like a headphone - like the

hearing phones you have on your head when listening to music. It was just

bent like that if you see it from the front side and pointing down.

All I can say is that when our job was done I was thinking that the world is not as it

seems to be, and that many things are hidden from the public. It makes me sad and

scared.

 

Later, when I got into politics, I began digging into this because I needed more

answers. What I found out was that these bases were Arks for the government and

some of the people and military to survive inside. There was a threat from outside

that was going to be in the year 2012 and that the human species had to survive.

The 'Planet X' I learned about is from all what I have seen till now. The government

knows this and are keeping it from the public. They have been tracking this object for

a long time now and were given the first warnings from the USA.

I know that 18 bases exist in Norway. I don't know what many of the dangers are

because I am not a scientist. But what I know is that before 2012 the different

governments are going to leave for the bases that they have built for the last 40 or

50 years.

If this object goes by, there will be a lot of problems on the surface of the Earth. That

is all I know. This is why they go underground.

If such an event comes, they have made sure that five years or more underground is

going to be what they need to avoid this. When they know it's safe to surface, they

will rebuild again. We were just told that we have to leave before 2012 and that

there is something in space that is going to cause much destruction.

* I don't know if there is a threat from the sun itself. I am not so much into

the science of things. I am just telling what I have seen and nothing more.

I can say that I have already said too much, but the people are now warned about

this...

 

I have no need to make this up or create mass panic. I just want to tell the public

what is to come, and I have done what I can from my side.

 

There are things in this world that are not known to the public. And there is one thing

I can say about all this:

Be ready and have faith in yourself. There is no help in trusting the governments.

Trust only yourself.

 

Kind regards
 

[Name supplied]

_____________________________

Comment from Project Camelot:
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There is no 'hard' scientific data in our source's warning. The information

does not explain exactly how or why 'Planet X' is such a threat (although

we may guess). There is also no specific information about the exact need

to go underground.

Our source is saying exactly what they know, and no more. It is very

plausible that that as a politician the message's focus is on vital

sociopolitical issues rather than science.

For more information about 'Planet X' and what it may or may not be,

please visit Andy Lloyd's excellent website here, or Marshall Masters'

website here. We were told by Henry Deacon (and this has also been

widely reported by others) that the South Pole Telescope has been built to

track what Henry called the 'second sun'. We urge readers to do their own

research.

Between now and 2012 and beyond, many differing views, channeled

messages, and insider revelations will come to the fore. Project Camelot is

working hard on a documentary that will cover both positive and not so

positive projections of our future.

It goes without saying that it is our sincere hope, prayer and full intention

that the events portrayed above will not come to pass.

We are all co-creators of our world, from moment to moment. We urge

each and every one of you to participate in consciously co-creating a bright

and positive future for humanity, and to work with us in waking the

sleeping and bringing to light the truth - wherever it may lead.

__________________________

Support Project Camelot - make a donation:

Donations are not tax deductible for U.S. citizens

Thank you for your help.

Your generosity enables us to continue our work.

 

Bill Ryan and Kerry Cassidy

kerry@projectcamelot.org

bill@projectcamelot.org
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